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Research (Abridged Sample)

- Dr. Guan and Dr. Yahalom developed a methodology to address port development issues such as cargo handling equipment needs, productivities, intermodal transfer, and truck congestions. Their model was adopted by major port authorities in the U.S. to optimize land use, terminal productivity, and throughput.
- He and Dr. Yahalom conducted feasibility studies in port development, short-sea shipping, offshore wind farm development, and intermodal transfer facilities.
- He and Dr. Yahalom provided benefits – cost analyses for port investment/development projects.
- He and Dr. Yahalom undertook two projects for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to analyze containership deployment patterns of shipping lines and vessel operating costs for prioritizing port infrastructure development. They accurately predict the timeline of Ultra Large Containerships (ULCS) deployment in the U.S. after Panama Canal expansion.
- He and Dr. Yahalom publish numerous papers on topics such as economics of large containerships, port congestions, operations optimization, port governance and development models, terminal productivity, port security, supply chain, and trade development.